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ABSTRACT
Despite the improved access of financing institutions to SMEs, their performance has
stood very low in Tanzania. This prompted this study to assess the impact of capital
structure on performance of SMEs in Tanzania. The study particularly examined the
impact of long-term debt, short-term debt, and equity on performance of SMEs in
Tanzania.
The study adopted causal research design compounded by the quantitative approach
to generate data from SMEs registered by BRELA that were selected using the
random sampling. Secondary data dating from 2017 to 2019 for SMEs registered
under BRELA and supervised by SIDO were collected for analysis. The data were
analyzed using descriptive statistics, pairwise correlation matrix, random effect
model, fixed effect model to establish the relationships among the study variables.
The study found out that long-term debt has negative significant influence on the
performance of SME in terms of ROE and positive influence on ROA and ROCE.
Also, the study found out that short term debt had a negative significant influence on
the performance of SME in terms of ROE and ROCE and positive significant
influence in terms of ROA. Furthermore, equity had statistically negative influence
on the performance of SMEs in terms of ROE and ROCE and a significant positive
influence on the performance of SME in terms of ROA.The study recommends
SMEs’ owners to consider the key variables, such as business size, age, tangibility,
sales, and debt composition which influence the performance of SMEs and reduce
bankruptcy risk.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.0 Introduction
This chapter introduces the problem of the study and provides an overview of the
impact of capital structure on the performance of SMEs in Tanzania. The chapter
clarifies the objectives of the study along with the broad and specific objectives. It
then states the main research questions that stem from the specific objectives, the
significance of the study, and delineation of terminologies.
1.1 Background of the Study
SMEs are a central drive of the economy and the contributor to the development of a
country. One of their potentialities is creation of employment (BOT, 2017). They
have a great contribution both economically and good distribution of services in a
country (Sokang and Ratanak, 2018). Thus, understanding the contribution of capital
structure to the effectiveness of SMEs is essential to inform the policy interventions
required for the growth and sustainability of the SMEs.
Worldwide, studies show that capital structure on SMEs performance have generated
different findings. In Europe, for example, a study by Li et al. (2019) and
Abeywardhana (2016) revealed that there is adverse association between capital
structure and firm performance in SMEs which are moderated by credit risk. This is
because SMEs perform poorly just because a great number of SMEs owners have no
information on the best source of financing and how capital structure can influence
their performance. This has generated different debates on the academic arena about
capital structure in SMEs because it affects the profitability and performance of the
SMEs (Karanja, 2014). However, other studies from Europe and elsewhere in the
world have shown a positive relationship between capital structure and the
performance of SMEs (Iqbal et al, 2018 ; Abdul, 2013; Ahmad et al., 2012 ; San and
Hang, 2011).
The performance of SMEs in Sub Saharan Africa has been deteroriating to the point
that they have had adverse effects and, thus leaving several unasnwered questions
about the contribution of capital structure to the development of SMEs (Salamba,
2015; Kipesha, 2013). However, some other studies have revealedis have revealed
1

the existence of encouraging effect of capital structure on SMEs performance
(Karanja, 2014; Fatoki, 2011; Salam, 2013). Therefore, there is s mixture of
finadings on the impacts and contribution of capital structure to the SMEs
performance.
In 2003, the united republic of Tanzania launched SMEs policy to raise job
vacancies, increase income by fostering new SMEs, and strengthen their
performance and capacity to compete with other companies to raise their contribution
to the Tanzanian economy. Some of the outlined strategies are to facilitate the
creation of the trust of the SME to financial institutions, simplify the procedures to
access loans, and mobilize resources and promote development of new financial
organizations to finance SMEs (URT, 2017).
However, enterprise survey conducted by the World Bank (2017) shows only 17% of
the sampled enterprises used debt to finance their business by50% of SMEs used
only TZS 500,000 or less to the debt financing strategy. Most of this fund is used to
finance working capital. On the other hand, this to say at least three quarters of the
SMEs used equity to finance their businesses. One of the main obstacles indicated on
the survey was collateral type required for the debt, particularly land and building.
Equally, Asah (2017) documented that SMEs face challenges of accessing debt
finance because a great number of SMEs lack collateral to dispose so as attain
external finance (Asah, 2017).
Furthermore, FSDT (2012) shows that the main challenges notified by SMEs were (i)
short supply of capital and (ii) insufficient market. Consequently, the owners of the
MSME would require the support of the government to get access to the financial
institutions, business services, and improved infrastructure.
The capital structure of SMEs in Tanzania is heavily financed by own equity due to
the challenges of access to debts from the financial banks. Contrary to this situation
in Tanzania, the evidence available shows that SMEs in Kenya and Uganda secure
more debts for financing their businesses compared to Tanzania. For instance, Pietro,
Victor, and Sofiane (2012) reported that nearly half of the surveyed SMEs borrowed
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from the financial institutions for financing their business operations while Tanzania,
only one third borrowed for financing their capital.
Despite the statistical challenges in understanding SMEs and business failure in
various nations, the majority of SMEs flop because of absence of agreement about
what would meet the criteria as optimal capital structure (Ngoc & Hong, 2019).
SMEs poor performance has raised additional questions than responding to
practitioners and researchers since the performance of SMEs have been worsening,
including Tanzania (Gumel, 2017; Kira, 2013). The investigation by Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor revealed at least 15 firms closed business by 2018. Also, it
is also pointed out by Munin (2019) that there is an increase of nonperforming assets
in commercial institutions from 2.7% to 10.4% due to failure of SMEs to service
their debt because of insufficient resource.
Munin (2019) found that, in Tanzania, a majority of SMEs perform poor because of
the capital structure they employed. Such firms have inadequate attention to the
impact of the capital structure to their development. They are also characterized by
inadequate knowledge on the best source of finance to SMEs by owners and how
debt and inner sources affect their financial performance (Juta, 2020).
Although the literature shows few SMEs use debt as financing strategy, it will be
interesting to observe the effect of short term, long-term debts, and equity on SMEs
performance. The findings might motivate business owners, financial institutions,
and policy-makers to establish evidenced based policy for supporting SMEs in
Tanzania.
1.2 Problem Statement
Financial resources are necessary for the growth of SMEs (Naadem et al., 2019).
This is the reason that the SMEs policy of the United Republic of Tanzania (2018)
promised to facilitate SMEs’ access to financial organizations, promote improved
access of SMEs to bank financing, and develop new financial institutions for
financing SMEs. On top of that, performance of SMEs contributes to a competitive
economy, which is among the vision of 2025 (URT, 2019).
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However, SMEs poor performance has up-stretched more inquiries than answers to
practitioners and researchers since the performance of SMEs has been worsening,
including Tanzania (Isanzu, 2015; Mashenene, 2020). An appropriate capital
structure is imperative not only because of the need to maximize return to various
organizations but also because of the effects on the SMEs performance and its ability
to attain a competitive position (Kavenuke, Mboma, & Mbamba, 2020). The size of
the debt and justice of the firm to fund its assets is important because it will affect the
corporate performance and financial choices (Yahyazadehfar et al., 2010). The actual
depiction of SMEs operation in Tanzania is not well been completely revealed in
portraying the impacts of the capital structure and key significance on the growth of
SMEs (Mashenene, 2020).
There are several studies about SMEs in Tanzania (some of them include Isanzu,
2015; Kipesha 2015; Mashenene, 2020 and Salamba, 2015) but they are all centered
on the impact of accessing SMEs in the absence of appropriate capital structure.
Further, their focus has been on listed companies in the manufacturing and services
sectors with and the debate about the effect of financing strategies, including debt,
equity, or both and have shown little consensus (Salamba, 2015; Kumburu, 2019;
Makwi, 2019 and Magembe, 2017). These studies lacked information on the optimal
financing mix that contributed to improved performance of SMEs to generate the
results to help financial managers, policy-makers, and the operations of SMEs in
their financial choices (Karanja, 2017). The studies by Karanja (2017), Saeedi and
Heng (2011), Saeedi and Mahmoodi (2011), Ebaid (2019) and Wald (2019) are some
of the studies that have unveiled that capital structure contribute to the performance
of SMEs. On the other hand, studies by Chepkemoi (2013), Abdul (2012), Adekunle
(2019), Myers and Rajan (2018), and Chen (2014) concluded that capital structure
negatively affect the performance of SMEs. These gainsay findings cannot be
generalized in Tanzania in as much as there is scanty research on the subject matter.
What exist in the previous studies is a focused on listed and single sectors, such as
hotel and restaurants, retail, transport, wholesale and food industry. This study is an
attempt to fill this gap by assessing both service and manufacturing sectors in SMEs
to inform the extent to which both short-term and long-term debt and equity are
associated with the performance of SMEs in Tanzania.
4

1.3 General Objective
The general objective of this study was to assess the impact of capital structure on
performance of SMEs in Tanzania.
1.3.1 Specific Objectives
i) To examine the impact of long-term debt on the performance of SMEs in
Tanzania
ii) To examine the impact of short-term debt on the performance of SMEs in
Tanzania
iii) To determine the impact of equity on performance of SMEs in Tanzania
1.4 Research Questions
i.

What is the effect of long-term debt on the performance of SMEs in
Tanzania?

ii.

What is the effect of short-term debt on the performance of SMEs in
Tanzania?

iii.

What is the effect of equity financing on SMEs performance in Tanzania?

1.5 Significance of the Study
In the academic sphere, the findings generated through this study add to the debate
on capital structure and contribution to performance of SMEs, and pave the way for
further studies in the same field. Moreover, this study enriches the SMEs financial
managers with regard to the extent on which long term, short-term debt, and equity
affect performance of SMEs in the context of Tanzania. The information obtained, is
significant to assist in developing effective impact of the capital structure and
performance of SMEs of which most financial policy-makers in developing countries
have disregarded. It is anticipated that the results of this study will assist the policymakers in establishing evidenced policies and strategies, particularly on financing
strategy. It further provides additional knowledge in reviewing of the SMEs policy as
it may deem fit.
1.6 Scope of the Study
The study is based on an assessment of the impact of capital structure on the
performance of SMEs in Tanzania. Its focus is on the long-term debt, short-term debt
5

and equity, which are elements, which form the capital structure. The study covered
a span of three years from 2017 to 2019 to explore the data of all registered SMEs in
manufacturing and service sectors from BRELA but for those, which are supervised
by SIDO in Tanzania.
1.7 Limitation of the Study
This study is limited by its scope and methodology. First, the analysis is limited to
the data spanning in three years, i.e. 2017 to 2019. Thus, a different study that draws
on the data from this timing would generate different findings from what is
concluded in this study. Second, the study depended heavily on documentary review
to generate data; thus, the study lacks information that comes from the respondents
top mind, which could be obtained through interviews and questionnaire.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0 Introduction
This section trains about the subject of the study drawing from previous research and
publications. It illuminates what the previous researchers have done about the topic
and described the state of the knowledge in the field study. In this chapter theoretical
empirical, research gap and conceptual framework are presented
2.1 Definition of Key Concepts
Definitions of the key concepts were composed of the capital structure, profitability
and performance.
2.1.1 Capital Structure
The capital structure is as the configuration of all the retreats a firm provides to
finance its activities (Bajaj et al., 2020). Furthermore, Muda et al. (2017) argues that
capital structure is the amalgamation of equity capital, short-term debt and long-term
debt capital. The capital structure of any firm depends on managers’ risks aversion
(Bajaj et al., 2020). This study adopted capital structure with equity, short-term debt
and long-term debt.
2.1.2 Performance
Performance is delineated as the gauging results comparative to the assets used to
reach those results. These show how assets are converted into earnings and how
resources are used to generate revenue (Azim, 2015). In this study performance is
based on financial terms were ROE, ROA and ROCE were used.
2.1.3 Profitability
Is the degree to which a business or firm yield a financial gain or profit (Khon &
Nop, 2018). According to Duan and Niu (2020), profitability is the ability of a
company to use its resources to generate revenue in excess of its expenses.
Therefore, this is done when a firm has capability to generate profit from their
operations. In this study, profitability means the use of firm equity capital and long
term debt capital to generate profit, or gain in excess to its expenses (Khon & Nop,
2018).
7

2.1.4 Small and Medium Enterprises
There is no a universal definition of SMEs but they include, small, micro, and
medium enterprises. SMEs involve the economic activities that are principally based
on industrial, commerce, mining, and services but not farming. They are measured
by different size but depending on nation to nation because of different levels of
development. In common, the “number of employees and sales turnover are used to
define them. In Tanzania, micro enterprises involve up to 4 people. Family members
with a capital of up to Tshs.5.0 million run these, in most cases. These mainly fall
under informal sectors. Small enterprises formal and employ somewhere in the range
of 5 and 49 representatives or the capital from Tshs.5 million to Tshs.200 million.
Medium endeavors utilize from50 and 99 individuals or the capital speculation from
Tshs.200 million to Tshs.800 million” (URT, 2003). This study adopts a definition of
SMEs based on capital invested.
2.2 Theoretical Framework
This proposed study is built on the Trade-off Theory and The Modern Theory Capital
Structure.
Trade off Theory: This theory believed that “firms have an optimum debt grounded
on the trade-off between the tax deductibility the expenses of interest and the costs of
financial suffering. The theory proposes that most enterprises do have a range of
targets but only a few set strict goals. The trade-off theory of capital structure
presumes that to uphold a range of goals, enterprises should continuously balance
their goals to maintain the changes of the stock price. Transaction fees and costs to
issue debts have an impact on the choices of only half of the Chief Finance Officers
when they option the proper amount of debt for the enterprise. In the trade-off
theory, capital structure is not widely used” (Gompers et al., 2020).
This implies that any firm that if the firm has target on managing capital structure
and undertaking risk and balancing their targets with long term debts and equity
capital and manage their price changes. Therefore, the better performance of the firm
in capital structure depends on their target range the company or firm has.
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The trade-off theory maintains that organizations take an ideal capital structure by
compromising the advantages of obligation financing adjacent to its expense. The
ideal obligation level builds the association's worth and ought to turn into the
obligation level, which is focused on. This static compromise hypothesis quickly
converts into exact speculations. For example, it predicts inversion of the genuine
obligation proportion towards an objective or ideal.
The Modern theory of Capital Structure: This theory by Franco Modigliani and
Melton Miller (1958) states that change of capital structure should not affect firms
market values or cost of capital in a good capital market without tax and transaction
cost. This theory is relevant to this study as it shows that financial instruments issued
by the organizations have no effect on the organization firms productivity and value.
2.3 Review of Empirical Studies
The empirical studies drew from international and local literatures that relate to the
study.
2.3.1 The Impact of Long Term Debts on the Performance of SME
Githaiga and Kabiru (2015) on obligation financing and monetary execution of little
and medium size ventures in Kenya found that drawn out obligations had negative
impact on SMEs monetary execution as far as ROI. The investigation reasoned that
the drawn out obligation diminish monetary execution of the SMEs. The examination
suggested that SMEs ought to use obligations, keep legitimate books of records and
offer clients sales. However, the study did not examine the ROE and ROCE as
measure of financial performance.
Axelson (2016) did a study on the impact of financial performance on SMEs
Utilization of Trade Credit. The findings revealed that there is positive relationship
between SMEs performance and utilization of trade credit. This is observed to the
return of equity, long-term debt. These have accelerated the impact on SMEs
performance. However, the study used long term debt as the components of capital
structure leaving other components such as short term debt and equity.
Salamba (2015) did a study on the impact of capital structure on the performance of
SMEs in Tanzania. The findings show that increase of debt finance on capital
9

structure, firm profitability decreases. Increase of debt financing liquidity increases.
Furthermore, it was found that initial capitals highly affect the capital structure
decision making of SMEs under the study. However, the study used debt ratio but
did not examine equity to total assets.
Dube (2017) the impact of debt financing on productivity of small and medium scale
enterprises (SMEs): A contextual investigation of SMEs in Masvingo Urban in
Zimbabwe. The outcomes from the investigation indicated that obligation money had
positive effect on the efficiency of SMEs. Another finding of the examination was
the expense of getting was too high to even think about enabling firms get
satisfactory measure of required money speculation. The investigation presumed that
sensible measure of obligation in the capital structure of the SMEs help to improve
their profitability. However, the study did not examine other measure such as total
debt to total assets.
2.3.2 The Impact of Short-Term Debts on the Performance of SMEs
Baum et al. (2016) on the effect of short-term liabilities on profitability: A
comparison of German and US Firms. The study on the comparison made between
US and Germany with different SMEs. The study revealed that the organization that
use short term debts are likely to be more profitable. The results were different in the
US whereby the firms were not being profitable when using short term debt.
However, the study did not assesses long-term debt impact on profitability.
Eton et al. (2017) on the credit financing and performance of SMEs in Lira
Municipality in Uganda. The study reported that when SMEs use short-term debt
enables them to access essential resources, increase business diversification, and
increase productivity level. The study suggests that financial institutions should
continue to provide short -term debt and increase the training to SMEs on how to
document their transaction and financial reports that help in accessing the potential
borrower. The study focused on credit only did not consider its overall capital
sturcture where long and short term debt and equity are concerned.
Kamba et al. (2016) conducted a study to assess the short term debts performance
and financial sustainability of micro–finance institutions in Imenti–North Sub
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Country Kenya. The study consisted 33 respondents. The study used questionnaires
to correct the information and descriptive statistics as well as correlation analysis
were used. The study found that short-term debts have a great significance on the
performance of micro finance institutions. However, the study ignored equity and
long term as the components of capital structure. The study ignored small and
medium enterprise.
Nestor and Abiahu (2017) on the study of debt management and financial
performance of quoted deposit money SMEs in Nigeria used secondary from books
annual reports and accounts of listed money. The data were analyzed using Pearson
coefficient of correlation and multiple regression analysis. The findings of the study
revealed that there is positive and statistically significant relationship between debt
management and organization performance. However, the study did not examine
other source of finance such as equity.
2.3.3 The Impact of Equity on the Performance of SMEs
Salma and Munir (2017) on the title decision among obligation and value and its
effect on business execution as far as ROI in Pakistan found that value financing has
more beneficial outcome on business execution for the business and association.
Moreover, the examination by Obuya (2017) on obligation financing alternative and
money related execution of miniature and little ventures. The findings showed that
debt financing option has the impact of the performance of micro and small
enterprises. However, the study did not examine the ROE and ROCE as measure of
performance.
Chronopoulos et al. (2015) reported that in most developed countries, like the US,
SMEs are growing faster and making more profit because of their assets growth. This
stimulates the profitability because of growth of the sector at high speed with great
increase and growth in assets. They center themselves to provide support throughout
the process of capital structure development. Capital structure is very crucial for
SMEs in making a well-informed profitability and achieving financial balance (Jang
and Park, 2011).
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This is different case from China where they found existence of negative relationship
between the growth of assets and decreased profitability of the sector (Ndubisi et al.,
2020). Furthermore, Khon and Nop (2018), in Combadia, revealed that capital
structure including debt to equity to deposit created negative impact on return to
assets and return on equity. However, positive relationship was found between the
growth in assets growth in equity and return on assets and return on equity. The main
important relationship existed between the growth equity and return on equity.
Therefore, the profitability of firms was negatively influenced by capital structure in
Combadia because of the both negative and positive on return of assets and return on
equity.
Sreenu (2020) on the impact of capital structure on performance of SMEs in India
came up with empirical evidence thatthere is positive reliance of short obligation to
capital in all profit for resources, return on value, and acquiring per share. Also, the
accessibility of long haul obligation capital had negative relationship with return on
resources, return on value, and acquiring per share (Sreenu, 2020). Aside from
negative and positive connections encountered, the development of resources is
accounted for to welcome positive relationship with return on resources, return of
value, and acquiring per share. This means that when there is short -term debt, there
is increased profitability and the capital of the firms than the long term debt (Doğan,
2017).
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Table 2.1: Summary of Literature Review on Effect of Capital Structure on
SME’s Perofmance
Title of the Study

Author(s)

Findings

Gap(s) in
Literature

Impact of capital

Abor (2015)

The

results The study used data

structure on

revealed that,there for five years from

profitability of

is

firms

relationship

a

negative Ghana

listed

manufacturing firms,

between the ratio where

profitability

of long-term debt was measured using
to total assets.

only

ROE.

measure

Other

such

as

ROCE and ROA is
not used.
Choice

between

Salma

and The study found The was conducted

Debt and Equity Munir (2017)

that

equity in

Pakistan.

The

and its impact of

financing has more study use ROI as a

business

positive effect on measure

performance

business

of

performance.

performance

for Measure

the business

ROE

such

and

as

ROCE

were not used.
Impact

of

debt Dube (2017)

The results from The

study

financing

on

the study showed conducted

productivity

of

that debt finance Zimbabwe.

SMEs

was
in
The

had positive impact study used debt ratio,
on the productivity interest
of SMEs

rates

investment.

and
Other

measure such as total
debt

over

total

assetwas not used.
The

impact

of Sreenu (2020)

capital structure on

The

study The

revealspositive
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study

was

conduected in India.

pefromance

of

SMEs.

dependence

of Performance

short

to measured

debt

was
using

capital in all return ROA, ROE and EPS.
on assets, return on Measure

such

as

equity and earning ROCE was not used.
per share.
Debt financing and Githaiga
financial

and The findings shows The

Kabiru (2015)

performance

of

SMEs

that

long

debts

study

was

term conducted

in

have Kenya.for

negative effect on manufacturing
SMEs

in

financial dairy milk The study

performance

measure
performance

using

ROI, other mesure
such as ROE and
ROCE

were

not

used.
The

impact

of Salamba (2015)

The findings show The

study

was

capital structure on

that

increase

of conducted

the performance of

debt

finance

on Tanzania. The study

SMEs in Tanzania

capital
firm

in

structure, used debt ratio and
profitability other mesure such as

decreases.

equity

(equity

to

total assets) was not
used
The

impact

of Axelson (2016)

financial

that

performance
SMEs

The findings shows The

on

Utilization

of Trade Credit.

long

debts

term conducted

was
in

have Swedish. The study

negative effect on used
SMEs

study

financial debtas

performance

long

term
the

component of capital
leaving

other

components such as
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short tem debt and
equity.
The effect of short Baum

et

al. The study revealed The

study

was

term liabilities on (2016)

that

the conducted

profitability

organization

that German and US.

use

short

in

term

debts are likely to
be more profitable
The

term

debts Kamba et al. The study found The

performance

and (2016)

that

financial

short

was

term conducted in Kenya.

debts have a great The study based on

sustainability

of

significance on the micro

–finance

micro

performance

institutions

micro

financing Eton

et

finance

of instituion

ignoring

finance small and medium

institutions.
Credit

study

entreprise

al. The study reported The

study

was

and performance of (2017)

that when SMEs conducted

SMEs

use short term debt Uganda. The study
enables

them

access

to focused

in

on

essential only

credit
without

resources, increase considering
business

overall

its
capital

diversification and sturcture where long
increase

and short term debt

productivity level

and

equity

are

concerned.

The study of debt Nestor
management

and Abiahu(2017)

financial
performance
quoted

and The findings of the The

study revealed that conducted
there

of
deposit

study

and

is
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in

positive Nigeria. The study

statistically focused

significant

was

soley

on

debt

while

other

money SMEs

relationship

financing

resources

between

debt such as equity could

management

and be considered.

organization
performance
Debt

financing Obuya (2017)

The

findings The

study

option and financial

showed that debt conducted

performance

financing

micro

and

of
small

enterprises

option Nigeria.

was
in

The

has the impact of only debt

use

as

the

the performance of financing way while
micro and small not
enterprises

considering

equity as a source of
finance.

Impact of Firm’s Khon and Nop Capital
profitability

on (2018)

Capital structure

structure The

study

was

including debt to conducted

in

equity to deposit Combadia. The used
were

found

create

to ROA and ROE as

negative the

measure

impact on return to performance.
assets and return measure
on equity

ROCE

of
Other

such
was

as
not

considered.

2.4 Research Gap
Various studies (Khon & Nop, 2018; Obuya, 2017; Nestor & Abiahu, 2017; Eton et
al., 2017; Baum et al., 2016; Axelson 2016; Giathaiga & Kabiru, 2015; Salamba
2015; Dube, 2017; Sreenu, (2020); and Salma and Munir, 2017) have been
conducted at international and local level aimed at investigating the capital structure
towards performance of the SMEs in specific area. A number of studies have also
dealt with the capital structure growth, performance and profitability of the SMEs on
listed firms. Unfortunately, studies conducted have little shown the impact of capital
structure on SMEs’ performance covering one sector. This study shows the impact of
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capital structure on performance of SMEs in Tanzania targeting manufacturing and
services sectors.
2.5 Conceptual Framework for the Study
This conceptual framework describes the impact of capital structure on performance
of SMEs in Tanzania. The independent variables, namely the capital structure, are
long-term debt; short term debt and equity impact the operating performance of
SMEs. Furthermore, SMEs specific targets are the intermediate variables that
determine whether the performance is reached, or not. The factors like capital
adequacy, credit risk, liquidity risk and debts. The study had control variables such
as age, business size, tangibility and growth.
Independent Variable

Dependent Variable

Long-term debt

SME’s Performance

Short-term debt

Equity

Sources: Researcher’s Own source (2020)
2.5.1 Performance
In this study, performances of SMES are measured in three dimensions of
profitability that reflects performance of SMEs. These include return of equity
(ROE), return on the capital employed (ROCE) and return on assets (ROA) as used
by other scholars like Krishnan and Moyer (1997) and Goddard et al. (2005).
2.5.2 Debt
The researcher assumed that there is a relationship that exists between debt and
performance of SMEs. Debt was assessed by looking at the debt borrowed from the
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financial institutions and non-financial institutions to finance working capital of
SMEs.
2.5.3 Equity
Salma and Munir (2017) believed equity has positive effect on SMEs’ performance.
Equally, the study assumes financing business using own capital and earnings has
positive effect on the SMEs’ performance.
2.5.4 Control Variables
The study had four control variables which include business age, business size, sales
growth and tangibility.
2.6 Summary of the Chapter
This study is guided by two theories; trade off and the modern hypothesis of capital
structure. The two speculations have set up the premise of connection between
financing procedure and productivity of a firm. The trade off theory keeps up that
associations select an ideal capital structure by bargaining the potential gains of
commitment financing against its cost. By contrast, the modern theory shows that
financial instruments issued by the organizations have no effects on the organization
firm’s productivity and value.
As well, empirical literature shows an ongoing debate on the relationship between
relationship between financing strategy and performance of SMES. For example,
Abor (2005) and Githaiga and Kabiru (2015) revealed that long term debts have
negative effect on SMEs financial performance. By contrast, Axelson (2016)
revealed that there is positive relationship between SMEs’ performance and the
utilization of trade credit. Equally, there is no consensus about relationship between
equity financing strategy and profitability of SMEs. In terms of short debts, majority
of scholars agrees that short-term debt and profitability of firms are positively
correlated (Eton et al., 2017).
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.0 Introduction
Kothari (2009) asserts that research is important in seeking answers to various social
problems. In this section, the research methodology in this study is detailed,
including the population, sampling design Data collection methods and data analysis
techniques. Data collection methods employed was discussed in this section.
3.1 Study Area
The researcher collected data of the registered SMEs which are registered by
BRELA in Tanzania. The list of SMEs was obtained from SIDO Dodoma office
before they were selected by way of random sampling. At random selection of
regions, the study generated data from five regions of Tanzania, namely Dodoma,
Mbeya, Arusha, Mwanza, Morogoro and Dar es Salaam. The regions were chosen to
obtain a good zonal representation of Tanzania covering important zonal city in the
country.
3.2 Research Approach
This study employed quantitative research approach. Quantitative approach enables
the researcher to compute estimates that explain the relationship between financing
strategy, either own capital or debt on the effect of performance of the registered
SMEs in Tanzania. This study employed the quantitative approach to generate the
data and establish the cause-effect long-term and short-term relationship between
capital structure and performance of SMEs in Tanzania.
3.3 Research Design
The study employed causal research design. Causal research design guided the
researcher on examining the effect of equity, both short-term and long-term debt on
profitability of SMEs. This design is relevant for this study because the structure of
the underlying objectives is based on assessing the relationship between the variables
shown on the conceptual framework.
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3.4 Sampling Information
Sample size refers to the number of items to be selected from the universe to
constitute a sample (Kothari, 2009). The populations of registered SMEs in six
selected regions were 2868 from Small Industries Development Organization (SIDO)
in 2020. The formula developed by Yamane (1967) was used to determine the
sample size for this study:

Where: n = sample size
N = population size
e = margin error (5.5%) and level of confidence desired (94.5%)

Therefore, the study searched for approximately 296 SMEs.
3.5 Data Collection
The study employed secondary data covering a period of three years from 2017 to
2019 and these data were collected from six regions which were Dodoma, Mbeya,
Arusha, Mwanza, Morogoro, and Dar es Salaam. The data for assessing the
relationship were derived from the financial records of the selected registered SMEs.
The researcher extracted equity, debts and profitability for 3 years. The reason of
choosing three-year periods is because most SMEs in Tanzania are characterized by
poor records. Therefore, it would be relatively difficult to gather data to cover a
period beyond 3 years. On the other hand, data for long-term debt were collected
from the total liabilities and total assets extracted from the 3 years’ financial records.
Equally, data for equity involved total capital of the owners and shareholders.
Sample selections based on population proportion to size (PPS) are presented in
Table 3.1.
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Table 3. 1: Sample selections Based on Population Proportion to Size
Region

SMEs

Morogoro

Dodoma

Mwanza

Mbeya

Dar es salaam

Arusha

Population

Sample

Manufacturing

256

26

Service

144

15

Manufacturing

155

16

Service

385

40

Manufacturing

159

16

Service

210

22

Manufacturing

150

16

Service

204

21

Manufacturing

200

21

Service

512

53

Manufacturing

188

19

Service

305

31

2868

296

Total

3.6 Data Analysis
Since the study sought to establish the cause-effect relationships from the
quantitatively generated data, the quantitative approach was used to analyse the data.
Both the descriptive mainly ratio and regression analysis technique were used to
analyze the impacts between the given factors. In this way, the examination included
three primary stages, to be specific, setting up the information for investigation,
dissecting and understanding of the information. The cycle of information
investigation was performed after fruition of the information assortment. As per
Pallant (2012), information investigation alludes to various firmly related activities
that are performed to sum up the gathered information and put together them in such
a way that yields answers to the examination questions or suggested hypothesis
initiated the study.
Furthermore, quantitative analysis made it possible through quantitative techniques,
which involved utilization of descriptive statistics and inferential statistics to analyze
data (Mchopa et al., 2014). In this study, both descriptive mainly ratio and regression
analysis technique were used because research objectives are centered on examining
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the effects between the given variables. The following equation is the mathematical
presentation of the model.
………………………..……… (i)
……………..…… (ii)
…………………………...… (iii)
………………... (iv)
………………………………. (v)
…………..……..... (vi)
= equity, X12= Long term debt, X13=Short term debt, Xn-i
=Control Variables, e error term. Control Variables included Business age, size,
Sales growth, and Tangibility
Equation (i) is the model without control variables while the second equation
includes control variables.
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3.7 Measurement of Variables
Table 3. 2: Measurement of Variables
Variables
Performance

Measurement

Analysis

ROE = Net Income
Shareholder’s

Ratio

Equity

(Company

Source
Axelson
(2016)

Assets- Debt)
ROCE= EBIT
Capital Employed
Capital Employed=
(Total asset -Current Liabilities)

Long
debt
Short
debt

ROA = Operating Income
Total Asset
term Long Term Debt =Total liability
Total asset

term Short term debt =Short term debt
Total assets

Equity

Equity = Equity
Total Assets

Business Age

Number of years in the business

Ratio

Githaiga
&Kabiru
(2015),

Ratio

Baum et al
(2016), Eton
et al (2017)

Ratio

Salma and
Munir (2017)

Descriptive World

Bank

(2013)
Business Size

Sales Growth

Natural log of total assets
Natural log of sales
Percentage of growth in annual sales

Natural

Titman

and

Logarith

Twite (2003)

Percentage

Chronopoulos
et al (2015)

Tangibility

Tangibility = Fixed Assets
Total Assets
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Ratio

Nassar (2016)

3.8 Ethical Consideration
Ethics aims to protect participants from harm and to promote their welfare (Mugenda
& Mugenda, 2010). Anonymity (no mentioning of names by using codes or
numbers). During the process of data collection, attention was made to ensure no
harm on the SMEs from which the data were gathered. The writing of this report
depended on the data obtained from the field and plagiarism is highly avoided.
Permission to conduct the study was sought starting from The University of Dodoma
to conduct the study in a written form. All sources of information are well
acknowledged.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.0 Introduction
This chapter presents the study findings, which have been discussed under key
themes and in line with the study’s objectives. The chapter consists of five sections,
which include description of data in the study, correlation between independents
variables and dependent variables. Furthermore, diagnostic checking of the variables
and objectives’ analysis respectively.
4.1 Descriptive Statistics
This section provides the summary statistics for both independent and dependent
variables included in the model. Descriptive statistic indicate the basic features or
characteristcis of data variables obtained in the study by indicating their mean,
standard deviation, minimum and maximum.
Table 4.1: The Summary Statistics of Study Variables
Variable

Obs

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

ID

828

138.5

79.722

1

276

ROE

808

1.33919

2.42913

0.0204

25.5

ROA

823

1.83612

2.27813

0.04

22.5

ROCE

828

1.21883

0.84988

0.13333

6.57143

Long Term Debt

823

3.87647

4.85805

0.04727

41.1111

Tangibility

823

0.79882

0.19061

0

0.99167

Business Size

823

0.95419

0.06206

0.80083

1.17242

Equity

823

3.10105

4.7174

0

40.1111

Sales Growth

828

16.776

0.88509

14.9141

20.7031

Business Age

828

9.92633

5.35381

2
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Source: STATA, Output, 2020
Table 4.1 presents the overall summary statistics of all variables included in the
models. The results in Table 4.1 indicate that the variables that measured the
performance of SMEs return on asset (ROA) have the highest mean 1.83612 with
minimum value of 0.04 and maximum value of 22.5 followed by return on equity
(ROE), which has mean of 1.33919 with minimum value of 0.0204 and maximum
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value 25.5. Lastly, return on capital employed has mean 1.21883 with minimum
value of 0.13333 and maximum value of 6.57143.
Table 4.2: Descriptive Statistics across Individual and Along the Time
Variable
ID

Mean
Overall

Std. Dev.
138.5

Between

Overall

1.339193

Between

ROA

ROCE

Overall

276N = 828

79.81854

1

276n = 276

0

138.5

2.429125

0.020399

1.792176

138.5T = 3
25.5N = 808

0.051002 9.645148n = 276
-7.23651 17.19404T-bar = 2.9275

2.278125

0.04

22.5N = 823

Between

2.078182

0.06303

14.5n = 276

Within

0.926797

Overall

1.836119

Observations

1

1.64962

Within

Max

79.72197

Within
ROE

Min

1.218833

Between
Within

-2.83055 9.836119T-bar = 2.9819

0.84988

0.133333 6.571429N = 828

0.78951

0.254302 5.888889n = 276

0.316981

-0.47836 2.708454T = 3

4.858046

0.047273 41.11111N = 823

Between

4.570589

0.061818 33.38998n = 276

Within

1.626471

-2.98343 13.70841T-bar = 2.9819

2.431501

0 20.55556N = 823

Between

2.288177

0.030909 16.69499n = 276

Within

0.812495

-1.49537 6.850544T-bar = 2.9819

0.190609

0 0.991667N = 823

Between

0.173815

0.15942 0.990413n = 276

Within

0.077655

0.362704 1.278445T-bar = 2.9819

0.062057

0.800834 1.172416N = 823

Between

0.058598

0.817991 1.154245n = 276

Within

0.020232

0.840065 1.055979T-bar = 2.9819

4.717402

0 40.11111N = 823

Between

4.427984

0.037037 32.38998n = 276

Within

1.609005

-3.75885 12.93298T-bar = 2.9819

0.885091

14.91412 20.70306N = 828

Long term
loan

Overall

3.876474

Short term
loan

Overall

Tangibility Overall

1.934578

0.798815

Business
size

Equity

Sales

Overall

Overall

Overall

0.954189

3.101049

16.776
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growth
Between

0.864103

Within

0.196261

15.0844 20.24083n = 276
16.10851 17.43676T = 3

Business
age

Overall

9.926329

5.353807

2

Between

4.164473

3 26.66667n = 276

Within

3.370809

-5.74034

33N = 828

23.593T = 3

Source: STATA, Output, 2020
4.1.1 Return on Equity
From table 4.2, the return on equity (ROE) used in this study is the ratio of net
income and shareholders’ equity. Return on equity showed an average of 1.339193,
with the maximum being 25.5 and the lowest 0.020399. The Standard Deviation for
the overall between and within was 2.429125, 1.64962, and 1.792176; respectively,
this implies that the return on equity of the SMEs in this study did not vary
significantly between SMEs but vary within the SMEs.
4.1.2 Return on Asset
From Table 4.2, the return on assert (ROA) used in this study is the ratio of operating
income and total assert. Return on assert showed an average of 1.836119, with the
maximum being 22.5 and the minimum 0.04. The Standard Deviation for overall,
between and within were 2.278125, 2.078182 and 0.926797 respectively, this suggest
that the return on assert of the SMEs in this study did not vary significantly within
but vary between the SMEs and the findings also show that their almost equal
variation for overall and between SMEs.
4.1.3 Return on Capital Employed
In Table 4.2, the return on capital employed (ROCE) used in this study is the ratio of
earnings before interest and tax to the capital employed. Return on capital employed
showed an average of 1.218833, with the maximum being 6.571429 and the
minimum0.133333. The standard deviation was 0.84988, this depicts that the return
on capital employed of the SMEs in this study did not vary significantly.
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4.1.4 Long Term Loan
In Table 4.2, the long-term loan used in this study is the ratio of total liabilities over
total asserts. Long-term loan showed an average of 3.876474, with the maximum
being 41.11111 and the minimum0.047273. The standard deviation was 4.858046,
this suggest that the long-term loan of the SMEs in this study did vary significantly.
4.1.5 Short Term Loan
From table 4.2, the short-term loan used in this study is the ratio of short-term debt
over total asserts. Short-term loan showed an average of 1.934578, with the
maximum being 20.55556 and the minimum 0. The standard deviation for overall,
between and within were 2.431501, 2.288177 and 0.812495 respectively, this suggest
that the short term loan of the SMEs in this study did not vary significantly within
but vary between the SMEs and also the finding also show that their almost equal
variation for overall SMEs and between SMEs.
4.1.6 Tangibility
In Table 4.2, asset tangibility has a mean of 0.798815 and standard deviation of
0.190609, these indicate that small medium enterprises (SMEs) in this study, most of
its assets comprised of fixed assets. Also, the results show that variation of fixed
asset held by small medium enterprises (SMEs) is very small. The maximum tangible
asset was 0.991667 which implies that some small medium enterprises (SMEs) held
high level of fixed assets, and the smallest tangible asset was 0 which means some
small medium enterprises (SMEs) held lower levels of tangible assets compared to
others.
4.1.7 Business Size
In Table 4.2, it is shown that business size is the ratio of natural logarithms of assert
over natural logarithms of sales. Business size showed an average of 0.954189, with
the maximum being 1.172416 and the lowest 0.800834. The standard deviation was
0.062057. This suggests that the business size of the Small Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) in this study did not vary significantly.
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4.1.8 Equity
Table 4.2, it is shown that the equity used in this study is the ratio of equity over total
asserts. Equity showed an average of 3.101049, with the maximum being 40.11111
and the minimum 0. The Standard Deviation was 4.717402. This suggests that the
equity of the SMEs in this study did vary significantly.
4.1.9 Sales Growth
The analysis in Table 4.2 show that the sale growth used in this study showed an
average of 16.776, with the maximum being 20.70306 and the lowest 14.91412. The
Standard Deviation was 0.885091. This suggests that the SMEs sale growth did not
vary significantly.
4.1.10 Business Age
In Table 4.2, it is shown that the business age showed an average of 9.926329, with
the maximum being 33 and the lowest 2. The Standard Deviation is 5.353807.
4.2 Pairwise Correlation
The pairwise correlation tables give correlations that are computed from all
observations that have non-missing values for any pair of the variables (Woodridge,
2013). The difference between correlation and pairwise correlation is the correlation
matrix is computed only for those cases which do not have any missing value in any
of the variables on the list while uses pairwise deletion in other words, each
correlation is computed for all cases that do not have missing values for this specific
pair of variables (Pearson, 2004). The results from table 4.3 presents the pairwise
correlation findings that were done to examine how these variables are related.
Pairwise correlation was used to calculate correlation from given observation.
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-0.229*** -0.228*** 0.142*** *

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Source: STATA, Output (2020)
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0.568*** 0.995*** -0.765*** 0.442*** 1.000

0.007

1.000

0.003

1.000

0.541*** 1.000

0.002

-0.056* -0.559*** -0.718*** 1.000

-0.015 0.194*** -0.427*** 0.594*** 1.000

0.569*** 0.996*** -0.766*** 0.443*** 1.000*** 1.000
-

-0.207*** -0.207*** 1.000

0.006

-0.031 -0.195*** -0.195*** 0.147*** -0.003
-

0.059* 0.321*** 0.777*** -0.769*** 0.665*** 0.785*** 0.785*** -0.068* 1.000

0.077** -0.158*** -0.246*** 0.139*** 0.065*
-

Business age
0.01

Age
Percentage

Sales growth

Growth

Equity

Equity

Business Size

Business Size

Tangibility

Tangibility
term
Short

term

Short term debt

debt
Long

Long term debt

debt

ROCE

ROCE

ROE

ROA

ROA
0.129**

Variables
ROE

-

Table 4.3: Pairwise Correlation Matrix

The findings in Table 4.3 showed that return on equity has very weak correlation
with all independent variables (business age, sales growth, equity, tangibility, short
term loan and long term loan) since the coefficient of correlation for all variables was
less -0.5 and 0.5. Also, return on asserts showed to have no correlation with business
age since the p-value was greater than 0.05. On the other hand, the independent
variable showed to have correlation with return on assets since the p-value for other
variables was less than 0.05. Lastly, the return on capital employed showed it has no
correlation with business age and tangibility since the p-value was greater than 0.05
while other independent variable showed to have correlation with return on capital
employed since the p-value for other variable was less than 0.05.
4.3 Diagnosis Checking
In the construction of statistical models, model validity is critically imperative to
ensure unbiased and valid statistical inferences. Therefore, many model diagnostic
tests have been formulated for checking and detecting model misspecification. The
study undertakes multicollinearity test. The following tests was performed to ensure
the data are independents variables and results presented are robust.
4.3.1 Multicollinearity
This study carried out multicollinearity test using the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF)
method. The VIF estimates how much the variance of a regression coefficient is
inflated due to multicollinearity in the model (Woodridge, 2013). The VIF was
calculated by taking an independent variable and regressing it against every
independent variable in the model (Pesaran, 2015). This gave R-squared values
which were plugged into the VIF formula.

Where Ri2 is the R-squared value from regressed independent variables. The
dependable guideline expresses that there is proof of collinearity if the mean VIF is
more prominent than solidarity or if the biggest VIF is more noteworthy than 10
(Woodridge, 2013). The entire model did not suffer from multicollinearity as it
indicated in step one in each objective.
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4.3.2 Cluster Robust
Robust standard errors are method to acquire unbiased standard errors of OLS
coefficients under heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation (Baum, 2006). The presence
of heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation violates the assumptions of ordinary least
square that, the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) (Baum, 2006). Robust
standard errors are for the most part bigger than non-strong standard blunders,
however are once in a while more modest. Then again, standard mistake is supposed
to be powerful on the off chance that it is as yet dependable when the relapse
blunders are autocorrelated and heteroskedastic (Baum, 2006). Nonetheless, if autoconnection and heteroscedasticity are missing, non-hearty standard blunders are
more proficient than the robust standard errors (Baum, 2006). In this study Rogers
covariance matrix estimator robust standard errors were used to deal with
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
4.4 The Impact of Long-Term Debt on the Performance of SMEs
The study intends to assess the impact of long term debt on the performance of SMEs
as the first objective as it was assumed that long term debt has influence on the
performance of SME due to its contribution in financing different activities. Before
assessing the effect of long term debt on SME performance in terms of ROE, ROA
and ROCE selection of the model to use is done by evaluating first multicollinearity
through VIF, Hausman test and Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier for
selection of fixed or random effect model to used and final regression analysis for
indicating the effects of explanatory variables on dependent variable.
4.4.1 Impact of Long Term Debt on SME Performance in Terms of ROE
4.4.1.1 Multicollinearity Test
Multicollinearity happens when at least two free factors are exceptionally
corresponded, henceforth can't precisely mirror their individual commitments
towards the reliant variable (Pesaran, 2015). Multicollinearity is brought about by
information assortment technique, over-characterized model, model detail and
imperatives on model or in the populace. This investigation completed
multicollinearity test utilizing the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) method.
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Table 4.4: Multicollinearity (Variance Inflation Factor)
Variable

VIF

1/VIF

Business size

5.97

0.167605

Percentage growth

4.56

0.219105

Tangibility

4.53

0.220519

Long term loan

2.87

0.348392

Age

1.01

0.988348

Mean VIF

3.79

Source: STATA, Output (2020)
A result from table 4.5 presents the result for the multicollinearity test which
employed to assess whether the independent variables included in the model
influence one another. The result depicts, that the independent variables did not
influence one another since the mean variance inflation factor VIF 3.79 was less than
10 and the rule of thumb is that if the variance inflation factor is greater than 10 the
model is suffering from multicollinearity problem. Therefore, since the mean
variance inflation factor VIF was less than 10, the model did not suffer with
multicollinearity problem (Pesaran, 2015).
4.4.1.2 Selection between Fixed Effect Model and Random Effect Model
The random effects supposition that will be that the individual-explicit impacts are
uncorrelated with the free factors. The fixed impact supposition that will be that the
individual-explicit impacts are connected with the free factors (Hausman, 1978). On
the off chance that the investigation impact sizes are viewed as having been tested
from an appropriation of impact sizes, at that point the arbitrary impacts model
which mirrors this thought is the legitimate one to utilize. On the off chance that the
between-examines difference is generous (and statistically significant) then the fixedeffect model is inappropriate (Hausman, 1978).
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Table 4.5: Hausman Test for Selection between Fixed Effect and Random Effect
Model
Variable

Coefficient

Difference

Standard Error

b-B

sqrt(diag (V_b-V_B))

b

B

Fixed

Random

Long term loan

-0.12617

-0.12581

-0.000357

0.0499469

Tangibility

-0.7296

0.583003

-1.312602

1.210754

Business size

-1.85856

-5.19563

3.337067

5.37008

Percentage growth

-0.21763

-0.276

0.058375

0.4601624

Age

0.059467

0.036601

0.0228664

0.0165803

S.E.

b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg
Test: Ho: difference in coefficients not systematic
chi2 (5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B) ^ (-1)] (b-B) = 3.28
Prob>chi2 = 0.6574
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
Before employing the fixed effect model or the random effect model the Hausman
test for fixed versus random effect model performed this test employed for the
purpose of knowing which model is appropriate for estimating the impact of long
term loan on performance when the measure of performance was return on equity
(ROE). Since p>0.05 random effect model was appropriate for assessing impact of
capital structure on SMEs performance (ROE).
4.4.1.3 Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Random Effects
The Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test has given a standard methods for testing
parametric limitations for an assortment of models (Breusch and Pagan, 1980). Its
essential bit of leeway among the trinity of tests (LM, Likelihood Ratio (LR), Wald)
for the most part utilized in probability based derivation is that the LM measurement
is registered utilizing just the consequences of the invalid, limited model which is
typically less difficult than the other option, unhindered model. On the off chance
that, under the invalid speculation, the boundary being tried lies on the limit of the
boundary space. Breusch and Pagan's (1980) LM test for arbitrary impacts in a
straight model depends on pooled OLS residuals, while assessment of the elective
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model includes summed up least squares dependent on either a two-venture system
or most extreme probability (Breusch & Pagan, 1980).
Table 4.6: Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Random Effects
Variable

Var

Sd= sqrt (Var)

ROE

5.90065

2.429125

E

4.795897

2.189954

U

0.778011

0.8820491

Test: Var (u) = 0
chibar2 (01) = 15.09
Prob> chibar2 = 0.0001
ROE [id, t] = Xb + u [id] + e [id, t]
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
The null hypothesis in the LM test is that variance across the entities is zero. This
implies that there is no significance difference across the units (i.e. no panel effect).
Since the P-value (0.0001) from Table 4.7 was less than 0.05 this implies that the
null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted, this implies
that there is significance difference across the units (i.e. there is panel effect). Since
p<0.05. This implies that heteroskedasticity is not present. Therefore, model is
appropriate for assessing the impact of long-term debt on the performance of SMEs
(ROE) in Tanzania.
4.4.2 Impact of Long Term Debt on SME Performance in Terms of ROA
4.4.2.1 Hausman Test for Selection between Fixed Effect and Random Effect
Model
Before employed the fixed effect model or the random effect model, the Hausman
test for fixed versus random effect model was performed. This test was employed to
know which model is appropriate for estimating the impact of long-term loan on
performance when the measure of performance was return on assets (ROA). The
results in Table 4.8 show that the fixed effect model is present since the p<0.05.
However, this is not the problem with a large number of cases over few years.
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Table 4.7: Choosing between Fixed Effect and Random Effect Model
Variable

Coefficient

Difference

Standard Error

b-B

sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

b

B

Fixed

Random

Long term loan

0.1370205

0.2038739

-0.0668533

0.0170489

Tangibility

-2.937028

-3.5873

0.6502721

0.3882765

Business size

-13.70855

-9.480419

-4.228129

1.806932

Percentage growth

-0.0464625 -0.0266306

-0.0198318

0.1652114

Age

0.0071069

-0.0059242

0.0051101

0.0130311

S.E.

chi2 (5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B) ^ (-1)] (b-B) = 21.12
Prob>chi2 = 0.0008
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.4.2.2 Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effect Model
Since the P-value (0.0000) from table 4.9 was less than 0.05. This implies that the
null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted. This
implies that there is significance difference across the units (i.e. there is panel effect).
Since p<0.05 fixed effect model is appropriate for assessing the impact of long term
debt on the performance of SMEs (ROA) in Tanzania and not the ordinal regression
analysis.
Table 4.8: Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effect
Model
Variable

Var

Sd= sqrt(Var)

ROA

5.189855

2.278125

E

0.7373862

0.8587119

U

0.5144501

0.7172517

Test: Var (u) = 0
chibar2 (01) = 130.28
Prob> chibar2 =0.0000
ROE [id, t] = Xb + u [id] + e [id, t]
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
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4.4.3 Impact of Long Term Debt on SME Performance in Terms of ROCE
4.4.3.1 Hausman Test for Selection between Fixed Effect and Random Effect
Model
Before employing the fixed effect model or the random effect model, the Hausman
test for fixed versus random effect model performed was employed to know which
model is appropriate for estimating the impact of long-term loan on performance
when the measure of performance was return on assets (ROCE). The results in table
4.10 show that the fixed effect model was employed since the p<0.05. This implies
that fixed effect is present. However, this is not a problem in this study because it is
not an issue in macro panel with a large number of cases with few years (Kasoga,
2020).
Table 4.9: Choosing between Fixed effect Model and Random Effect Model
Variable

Long term loan

Coefficient
B

B

Fixed

Random

Difference

standard error

b-B

sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))
S.E.

-0.06066

-0.05932

-0.00134

0.004166

Tangibility

-0.1721

-0.17024

-0.00186

0.077135

Business size

-4.6366

-3.44597

-1.19063

0.433805

Percentage growth

0.362182

0.071823

0.290359

0.052188

Age

-0.00213

-0.00319

0.00106

0.000831

chi2 (5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B) ^ (-1)] (b-B) = 63.01
Prob>chi2 = 0.0000
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.4.3.2 Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Since the P-value (0.000) in Table 4.11 was less than 0.05. This implies that the null
hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted, this implies that
there is significance difference across the units (i.e. there is panel effect). Since
p<0.05, this implies fixed effect is present. Therefore, fixed effect model is
appropriate for assessing the impact of long-term debt on the performance of SMEs
(ROCE) in Tanzania and not the ordinal regression analysis.
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Table 4.10: Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Variable

Var

Sd= sqrt(Var)

ROCE

0.723367

0.8505099

E

0.1310089

0.3619515

U

0.5448021

0.7381071

Test: Var (u) = 0
chibar2 (01) = 491.60
Prob> chibar2 = 0.0000
ROE [id, t] = Xb + u [id] + e [id, t]
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.4.4 Regression Analysis for Random Effect and Fixed Effect Model
4.4.4.1 Random Effect Model on Performance of SMEs in Term of ROE
Random effect model was used to determine the impact of long-term debt on the
performance (ROE) of SMEs in Tanzania. Result in the table 4.12 indicates that
independent variables included in the model were good performance (ROE) of
SMEs. About 6.3% of variations of performance (ROE) of SMEs for overall were
explained by the explanatory variables included in the model. Results further
indicated that explanatory variables included in the model collectively had a
significant influence on the performance (ROE) of SMEs (P < 0.001).
The predictor variables (tangibility, business size and sale growth) did not
significantly influenced performance (ROE) of SMEs in the study area while the
predictor variables significantly influenced performance (ROE) of SMEs.
Long-term loan statistically (P< 0.001) and had a negative influence on performance
(ROE) of SMEs with regression coefficient of -.126. This implies that for each
percentage increase in long-term loan, the performance (ROE) of SMEs decreased by
0.126 percentages. This implies that long-term debt has negative influence on the
SMEs performance in terms of ROE. These findings concur with those of Abor
(2015) and Githaiga and Kabiru (2015) who established that there is a negative
relationship between the ratio of long-term debt to total assets and ROE which
adverse affecting the financial performance of SMEs. However, findings are contrary
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to Axelson (2016) who found that long-term debt has positive influence on business
performance.
Business age is statistically (P<0.05) influenced the performance (ROE) of SMEs
and had a coefficient of 0.037 implying that each one year increase in business
increases the performance (ROE) of SMEs by 0.037 percent.
Table 4.11: Regression Results (Random Effect Model)
ROE

Coef.

Long term debt

St.Err.

T-

P-

[95%

value

value

Conf

Interval]

Sig

***

-.126

.031

-4.07

0

-.186

-.065

.583

.973

0.60

.549

-1.324

2.49

-5.196

3.472

-1.50

.135

-12

1.609

Sale growth

-.276

.214

-1.29

.198

-.696

.144

Business age

.037

.016

2.28

.023

.005

.068

**

10.595

5.726

1.85

.064

-.629

21.818

*

Tangibility
Business Size

Constant

Mean dependent var

1.339 SD dependent var

Overall r-squared

0.063 Number of obs

Chi-square
R-squared within

2.429
808.000

46.524 Prob> chi2
0.022 R-squared between

0.000
0.115

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1. Note the robust standard errors estimates were
obtained in order to deal with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.4.4.2 Fixed Effect Model on Performance of SMEs in Term of ROA
Fixed effect model was used to determine the impact of long-term debt on the
performance (ROA) of SMEs in Tanzania. Result in the table 4.13 indicates that
independent variables included in the model were good performance (ROA) of
SMEs. About 43.4% of variations of performance (ROA) of SMEs were explained
by the explanatory variables included in the model. Results further indicated that
explanatory variables included in the model collectively had a significant influence
on the performance (ROA) of (F = 83.103, P < 0.001).
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The predictor variables (sale growth and business age) did not significantly
influenced performance (ROA) of SMEs in the study area while the predictor
variables significantly influenced performance (ROA) of SMEs.
Long-term loan has statistically significant (P< 0.001) and a positive influence on
performance (ROA) of SMEs with regression coefficient of 0.137. This implies that
each percentage increase in long-term loan increase the performance (ROA) of SMEs
by .137 percentages. The findings comply with Sreenu (2020) and Dube (2017) who
found out that there is a positive influence between long term debt and performance
of SME in terms of ROA. Borrowing a reasonable amount of debt in the capital
structure of the SMEs helps to improve their productivity.
Tangibility statistically (P< 0.05) influenced the performance (ROA) of SMEs and
had a coefficient of -2.937. This implies that each percent increase in tangibility
decreased the performance (ROA) of SMEs by 2.937 percent.
Business size statistically significance (P< 0.001) and had a positive influence on
performance (ROA) of SMEs with regression coefficient of -13.709 implying that for
each percentage increase in business size the performance (ROA) of SMEs increase
by 13.709 percent.
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Table 4.12: Regression Results (Fixed Effect Model)
ROA

Long term debt

Coef.

St.Err.

t-

p-

[95%

value

value

Conf

Interval]

Sig

.137

.023

5.96

0

.092

.182

***

-2.937

.605

-4.86

0

-4.125

-1.749

***

-13.709

2.486

-5.51

0

-18.593

-8.824

***

Sales growth

-.046

.197

-0.24

.813

-.433

.34

Business age

.007

.009

0.79

.429

-.011

.025

17.44

4.689

3.72

0

8.23

26.651

Tangibility
Business Size

Constant
Mean dependent var

1.836 SD dependent var

R-squared

0.434 Number of obs

F-test
Akaike crit. (AIC)

83.103 Prob> F
1753.092 Bayesian crit. (BIC)

***

2.278
823.000
0.000
1781.370

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1. Note the robust standard errors estimates were obtained in
order to deal with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.

Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.4.4.3 Fixed Effect Model on Performance of SMEs in Term of ROCE
Fixed effect model was used to determine the impact of long-term debt on the
performance (ROCE) of SMEs in Tanzania. Results in Table 4.14 indicates that
independent variables included in the model were good performance (ROCE) of
SMEs. About 14.4% of variations of performance (ROCE) of SMEs were explained
by the explanatory variables included in the model. Results further indicated that
explanatory variables included in the model collectively had a significant influence
on the performance (ROCE) of (F = 18.305, P < 0.001). The predictor variables
(Tangibility and business age) did not significantly influence performance (ROCE)
of SMEs in the study area while the predictor variables significantly influenced
performance (ROCE) of SMEs. Long-term loan statistically significance (P< 0.001)
and had a negative influence on performance (ROCE) of SMEs with regression
coefficient of -.061 implying that for each percentage increase in long term loan the
performance (ROCE) of SMEs decrease by 0.061 percentages. This implies that
long-term debt has adverse effect on the performance of SMEs in terms of ROCE.
These findings are supported by Axelson (2016) and Kamba et al. (2016) who
established that, long-term debts have negative effect on SMEs financial
performance since increase of debt finance on capital structure, firm profitability
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decreases. Increase of debt financing liquidity increases. Furthermore, it was found
that initial capital highly affect the capital structure decision making of SMEs under
the study.
Business size statistically (P< 0.05) influenced the performance (ROCE) of SMEs
and had a coefficient of -4.637. This implies that each percent increase in business
size the performance (ROCE) of SMEs decreased by 4.637 percent.
Sale growth statistically significance (P< 0.001) and had a positive influence on
performance (ROCE) of SMEs with regression coefficient of 0.362. This implies that
for each percentage increase in sale growth the performance (ROCE) of SMEs
increase by 0.362 percent.
Table 4.13: Regression Results (Fixed Effect Model)
ROCE

Coef.

St.Err

t-

p-

[95%

.

value

value

Conf

Interval]

Sig

***

Long term debt

-.061

.01

-6.26

0

-.08

-.042

Tangibility

-.172

.255

-0.68

.5

-.673

.329

-4.637

1.048

-4.42

0

-6.695

-2.578

***

sale growth

.362

.083

4.37

0

.199

.525

***

Business age

-.002

.004

-0.56

.575

-.01

.005

Constant

-.034

1.976

-0.02

.986

-3.916

3.848

Business Size

Mean dependent var

1.223 SD dependent var

R-squared

0.144 Number of obs

F-test
Akaike crit. (AIC)

0.851
823.000

18.305 Prob> F
331.074 Bayesian crit. (BIC)

0.000
359.352

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1. Note the robust standard errors estimates were
obtained in order to deal with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
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4.5 The Impact of Short Term Debt on the Performance of SMEs
The study intends to assess the impact of short term debt on the performance of
SMEs as the second objective as it was assumed that short term debt has influence on
the performance of SME due to its contribution in financing different activities.
Before assessing the effect of short-term debt on SME performance in terms of ROE,
ROA, and ROCE, selection of the model to use is done by evaluating first
multicollinearity through VIF, Hausman test and Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian
multiplier for selection of fixed or random effect model to use. The final regression
analysis is done to indicate the effects of explanatory variables on dependent
variable.
4.5.1 Impact of Short Term Debt on the Performance of SMEs in Terms of ROE
4.5.1.1 Multicollinearity
Table 4.15 present the result for the multicollinearity test which employed to assess
whether the independent variables included in the model influence one another
(Woodridge, 2013). The result depicts, that the independent variables did not
influence one another since the mean variance inflation factor VIF 3.79 was less than
5. The rule of thumb is that if the variance inflation factor is greater than 10, the
model is suffering with multicollinearity problem since the mean variance inflation
factor VIF was less than 10 this implies that the model do not suffer with
multicollinearity problem (Woodridge, 2013).
Table 4.14: Test for Multicollinearity (Variance Inflation Factor)
Variable

VIF

1/VIF

Business size

5.96

0.167711

Percentage growth

4.56

0.219175

Tangibility

4.54

0.220478

Short term loan

2.86

0.349842

Age

1.01

0.988471

Mean VIF

3.79

Source: STATA, Output (2020)
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4.5.1.2 Hausman Test for Selection between Fixed Effect and Random Effect
Model
Before employed the fixed effect model or the random effect model the Hausman test
for fixed versus random effect model performed this test employed for knowing
which model is appropriate for estimating the impact of short-term loan on
performance of SMEs when the measure of performance was return on equity
(ROE). Since p > 0.05. Therefore, random effect is appropriate for assessing the
impact of capital structure on SMEs performance (ROE).
Table 4.15: Selection between Fixed Effect Model and Random Effect Model
Variable

Coefficient

Difference

Standard Error

b-B

Sqrt (diag (V_b-V_B))

b

B

Fixed

Random

Long term loan

-0.25016

-0.25363

0.003473

0.100092

Tangibility

-0.72219

0.570255

-1.29245

1.211007

Business size

-1.82064

-5.20504

3.384396

5.372158

Percentage growth

-0.21904

-0.27287

0.053831

0.460263

Age

0.059511

0.036715

0.022796

0.016589

S.E.

chi2 (5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B) ^ (-1)] (b-B) = 3.24
Prob>chi2 = 0.6637
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.5.1.3 Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
The null hypothesis in the LM test is that variance across the entities is zero. This
implies that there is no significance difference across the units (i.e. no panel
effect).Since the P-value (0.0001) from table 4.17 was less than 0.05 this implies that
the null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted, this
implies that there is significance difference across the units (i.e. there is panel effect).
Since the p<0.05 fixed effect model used and appropriate for assessing the impact of
short term debt on the performance of SMEs (ROE) in Tanzania and not the ordinal
regression analysis.
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Table 4.16: Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Variable

Var

Sd= sqrt(Var)

ROE

5.90065

2.429125

E

4.796652

2.190126

U

0.7742016

0.8798873

Test: Var (u) = 0
chibar2 (01) = 14.96
Prob> chibar2 = 0.0001
ROE [id, t] = Xb + u [id] + e [id, t]
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.5.2 Impact of Short Term Debt on the Performance of SMEs in Terms of ROA
4.5.2.1 Hausman Test for Selection between Fixed Effect and Random Effect
Model
Before employing the fixed effect model or the random effect model, the Hausman
test for fixed versus random effect model was test employed to know which model is
appropriate for estimating the impact of short-term loan on performance SMEs when
the measure of performance was return on assets (ROA). The result in Table 4.18
show that the fixed effect model was employed since p<0.05 fixed effect model is
appropriate for assessing impact of short-term debt on SMEs performance (ROA).
Table 4.17: Selection between Fixed Effect Model and Random Effect Model
Variable

Coefficient

Difference

Standard error

b-B

sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

b

B

Fixed

Random

Long term loan

0.2747256

0.4069502

-0.1322247

0.0341717

Tangibility

-2.937586

-3.585669

0.6480825

0.3880514

Business size

-13.70209

-9.509777

-4.19231

1.806602

Percentage growth -0.0465816 -0.0263272

-0.0202544

0.1651731

Age

-0.0057615

0.0051093

0.0070928

0.0128543

S.E.

chi2 (5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B) ^ (-1)] (b-B) = 20.60
Prob>chi2 = 0.0010
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
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4.5.2.2 Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Since the P-value (0.0001) from table 4.19 was less than 0.05 this implies that the
null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted, this implies
that there is significance difference across the units (i.e. there is panel effect). Since
the p < 0.05 fixed effect model is present and the model is appropriate for assessing
the impact of short-term debt on the performance of SMEs (ROA) in Tanzania and
not the ordinal regression analysis.
Table 4.18: Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Variable

Var

Sd= sqrt(Var)

ROA

5.189855

2.278125

E

0.737187

0.858596

U

0.5158837

0.7182504

Test: Var (u) = 0
chibar2 (01) = 130.94
Prob> chibar2 = 0.0001
ROA [id, t] = Xb + u [id] + e [id, t]
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.5.3 Impact of Short Term Debt on the Performance of SMEs in Terms of
ROCE
4.5.3.1 Hausman Test for Selection between Fixed Effect and Random Effect
Model
Before employing the fixed effect model or the random effect model, the Hausman
test for fixed versus random effect model was performed to know which model is
appropriate for estimating the impact of short-term loan on performance SMEs when
the measure of performance was return on capital employed (ROCE). The result in
Table 4.20 show that the fixed effect model was employed since p<0.05.
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Table 4.19: Selection between Fixed Effect Model and Fixed Effect Model
Variable

Coefficient
b
Fixed

Difference

standard error

b-B

sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

B
Random

S.E.

Long term loan

-0.1215351 -0.1186277

-0.0029074

0.0083726

Tangibility

-0.1716364 -0.1699373

-0.0016992

0.0770568

Business size

-4.638056

-3.443568

-1.194488

0.4338372

Percentage growth

0.3621846

0.0718125

0.2903721

0.0521783

Age

-0.0021194 -0.0031645

0.0010451

0.0008301

chi2 (5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B) ^ (-1)] (b-B) = 63.08
Prob>chi2 = 0.0000
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.5.3.2 Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Since the P-value (0.0001) in table 4.21 was less than 0.05. This implies that the null
hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted. This also
implies that there is significance difference across the units (i.e. there is panel effect).
Since the p<0.05, the fixed effect model is appropriate for assessing the impact of
short term debt on the performance of SMEs (ROCE) in Tanzania and not the ordinal
regression analysis.
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Table 4.20: Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Variable

Var

Sd= sqrt(Var)

ROCE

0.723367

0.8505099

E

0.130984

0.3619172

U

0.5448372

0.7381309

Test: Var (u) = 0
chibar2 (01) = 491.60
Prob> chibar2 = 0.0001
ROA [id, t] = Xb + u [id] + e [id, t]
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.5.4 Regression Analysis for Random Effect and Fixed Effect Model
4.5.4.1 Random Effect Model on Performance of SMEs in Term of ROE
Random effect model was used to determine the impact of short-term debt on the
performance (ROE) of SMEs in Tanzania. Result in Table 4.22 indicates that
independent variables included in the model were good performance (ROE) of
SMEs. About 6.4% of variations of performance (ROE) of SMEs for overall were
explained by the explanatory variables included in the model. The results further
indicated that explanatory variables included in the model collectively had a
significant influence on the performance (ROE) of SMEs (P < 0.001).
The predictor variables (tangibility, business size and sale growth) did not
significantly influenced performance (ROE) of SMEs in the study area while the
predictor variables significantly influenced performance (ROE) of SMEs. Short-term
loans are statistically (P< 0.001) and had a negative influence on performance (ROE)
of SMEs with regression coefficient of -.254. This implies that for each percentage
increase in short term debt the performance (ROE) of SMEs decrease by 0.256
percentages. Business age was statistically (P< 0.05) influenced the performance
(ROE) of SMEs and had a coefficient of 0.037 implying that, for each one-year
increase in business the performance (ROE) of SMEs increased by 0.037 percent.
This implies that short debt has adversely effects on SMEs performance as they tend
raise financial obligations such as interest, which lower profit. The findings are
supported by Salamba (2015) who found that, debt-financing has negative effects on
profitability of the firm. However Baum et al. (2016) found that, SMEs with short48

term debt tend to be more profitable as they incur lower interest charges compared to
long term debt.
Table 4.21: Regression Results (Random Effect Model)
ROE

Coef.

St.Err

T-

P-

[95%

Interval]

Sig

.

value

value

Conf

-.254

.062

-4.11

0

-.375

-.133

***

.57

.973

0.59

.558

-1.336

2.477

Business Size

-5.205

3.469

-1.50

.133

-12.004

1.594

Sales growth

-.273

.214

-1.27

.203

-.693

.147

Business age

.037

.016

2.29

.022

.005

.068

**

10.563

5.724

1.85

.065

-.655

21.782

*

Short term
debt
Tangibility

Constant

Mean dependent var

1.339 SD dependent var

Overall r-squared

0.064 Number of obs

Chi-square
R-squared within

46.938 Prob> chi2
0.022 R-squared between

2.429
808.000
0.000
0.117

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1. Note the robust standard errors estimates were
obtained in order to deal with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.5.4.2 Fixed Effect Model on Performance of SMEs in Term of ROA
A fixed effect model was used to determine the impact of short term debt on the
performance (ROA) of SMEs in Tanzania. The result presented in Table 4.23
indicates that independent variables included in the model were good performance
(ROA) of SMEs. 43.4% of variations of performance (ROA) of SMEs were
explained by the explanatory variables included in the model. Results further
indicated that explanatory variables included in the model collectively had a
significant influence on the performance (ROA) of (F = 83.155, P < 0.001). The
predictor variables (sale growth and business age) did not significantly influenced
performance (ROA) of SMEs in the study area while the predictor variables
significantly influenced performance (ROE) of SMEs. Short-term loan was proved to
be statistically significant (P< 0.001) and had a positive influence on performance
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(ROA) of SMEs with regression coefficient of 0.275 implying that for each
percentage increase in short term loan the performance (ROA) of SMEs increase by
.275 percentages. This implies that short-term debt has positive impact on SMEs
performance. The findings are in line with Eton et al. (2017) and Kamba et al. (2016)
who found out that short -term debts have a great significance on the performance.
When SMEs use short-term debts, they are enabled to access essential resources,
increase business diversification and increase productivity level. The study suggests
that financial institutions should provide short-term debt and increase the training to
SMEs on how to document their transaction and financial reports that help in
accessing the potential borrower.
Tangibility statistically (P<0.001) influenced the performance (ROA) of SMEs and
had a coefficient of -2.938. This implies that each percent increase in tangibility
decreases the performance (ROA) of SMEs by 2.938 percent.
Business size statistically significance (P<0.001) had a negative influence on
performance (ROA) of SMEs with regression coefficient of -13.702. This implies
that each percentage increase in business size decreases the performance (ROA) of
SMEs by 13.709 percent.
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Table 4.22: Regression Results (Fixed Effect Model)
ROA
Short term
debt
Tangibility
Business Size
Percentage
growth
Age
Constant

Coef.

St.Err.

Pvalue
0

[95%
Conf
.184

Interval]

Sig

.046

Tvalue
5.97

.275

.365

***

-2.938
13.702
-.047

.605
2.486

-4.86
-5.51

0
0

-4.126
-18.585

-1.75
-8.819

***
***

.197

-0.24

.813

-.433

.34

.007
17.437

.009
4.688

0.79
3.72

.43
0

-.011
8.227

.025
26.646

***

Mean dependent var
1.836 SD dependent var
2.278
R-squared
0.434 Number of obs
823.000
F-test
83.155 Prob> F
0.000
Akaike crit. (AIC)
1752.870 Bayesian crit. (BIC)
1781.148
*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1. Note the robust standard errors estimates were
obtained in order to deal with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.5.4.3 Fixed Effect Model on Performance of SMEs in Term of ROCE
Fixed effect model was used to determine the impact of short-term debt on the
performance (ROCE) of SMEs in Tanzania. Result in Table 4.24 indicate that
independent variables included in the model were good performance (ROCE) of
SMEs. 14.5% of variables included in the model. The results further indicated that
explanatory variables included in the model had a significant influence on the
performance (ROCE) of (F = 18.329, P < 0.001). The predictor variables (tangibility
and business age) did not significantly influenced performance (ROCE) of SMEs in
the study area. On the other hand, the predictor variables significantly influenced
performance (ROE) of SMEs. Short-term loan was statistically significant (P< 0.001)
and had a negative influence on performance (ROCE) of SMEs with regression
coefficient of -0.122. This implies that each percentage increase in long-term loan
decreases the performance (ROCE) of SMEs by 0.122 percentages. This implies
short-term debt has negative effects on SMEs performance in ROCE. However, the
findings are contrary to those of Nestor and Abiahu (2017) and Eton et al. (2017)
who found that use short term debt enables them to access essential resources,
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increase business diversification, and increase productivity level. The study further
revealed that there is positive and statistically significant relationship between debt
management and organization performance.
Business size statistically (P< 0.05) influenced the performance (ROCE) of SMEs
and had a coefficient of -4.638. This implies that each percent increase in business
size decreases the performance (ROCE) of SMEs by 4.638 percent. Sale growth
statistically significance (P<0.001) and had a positive influence on performance
(ROCE) of SMEs with regression coefficient of 0.362. This implies that each
percentage increase in sale growth increases the performance (ROCE) of SMEs by
0.362 percent.
Table 4.23: Regression Results (Fixed Effects Model)
ROCE

Coef.

St.Err.

t-

p-

[95%

value

value

Conf

Interval]

Sig

***

Short term debt

-.122

.019

-6.27

0

-.16

-.083

Tangibility

-.172

.255

-0.67

.501

-.672

.329

-4.638

1.048

-4.43

0 -6.696

-2.58

***

Sale growth

.362

.083

4.37

0

.199

.525

***

Business age

-.002

.004

-0.56

.576

-.01

.005

Constant

-.033

1.976

-0.02

.987 -3.915

3.849

Business Size

Mean dependent var

1.223 SD dependent var

R-squared

0.145 Number of obs

F-test
Akaike crit. (AIC)

18.329 Prob> F
330.918 Bayesian crit. (BIC)

0.851
823.000
0.000
359.196

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1. Note the robust standard errors estimates were
obtained in order to deal with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.6 The Impact of Equity on Performance of SMEs
The study sought to assess the impact of equity on the performance of SMEs, which
formed the third objective of this study. It was assumed that equity has influence on
the performance of SME due to its contribution to financing different activities.
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Before assessing the effect of equity on SME performance in terms of ROE, ROA
and ROCE, a selection of the model to use was done by evaluating multicollinearity
through VIF, Hausman test, and Breusch, and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier for
selection of fixed or random effect model to use. Finally, regression analysis was
done to indicate the effects of explanatory variables on dependent variable.
4.6.1 Impact of Equity on Performance of SMEs in Terms of ROE
4.6.1.1 Multicollinearity
Table 4.25 presents the result for the multicollinearity test which was employed to
assess whether the independent variables included in the model influence one another
(Woodridge, 2013). The result depicts that the independent variables did not
influence one another since the mean variance inflation factor VIF 3.68 was less than
5. The rule of thumb is that if the variance inflation factor is greater than 10, the
model is suffering with multicollinearity problem since the mean variance inflation
factor VIF was less than 10. This implies that the model did not suffer with
multicollinearity problem (Woodridge, 2013).
Table 4.24: Test for Multicollinearity (Variance Inflation Factor)
Variable

VIF

1/VIF

Business Size

5.84

0.171315

Tangibility

4.57

0.21882

Percentage growth

4.54

0.220031

Equity

2.43

0.411166

Age

1.01

0.988504

Mean VIF

3.68

Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.6.1.2 Hausman Test for Selection between Fixed Effect and Random Effect
Model
Before employing the fixed effect model or the random effect model, the hausman
test for fixed versus random effect model was done to know which model is
appropriate for estimating the impact of equity on performance SMEs when the
measure of performance was return on equity (ROE). The p>0.05 random effect
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model was employed as appropriate measure to assess impact of capital structure on
SMEs performance (ROE).
Table 4.25: Selection between Fixed Effect Model and Random Effect Model
Variable

Coefficient

Difference

Standard error

b-B

sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

b

B

Fixed

Random

Equity

-0.154084

-0.1397227

-0.0143613

0.0481391

Tangibility

-0.9075334

0.3349168

-1.24245

1.207276

Business size

-1.763673

-4.41076

2.647087

5.256864

Percentage growth -0.1925313 -0.2264004

0.033869

0.458789

Age

0.021972

0.0165732

0.0583724

S.E.

0.0364004

chi2 (5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B) ^ (-1)] (b-B) = 3.13
Prob>chi2 = 0.6799
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.6.1.3 Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Since the P-value (0.0001) from table 4.27 was less than 0.05. This implies that the
null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted. Thus, there
is significance difference across units (i.e. there is panel effect). Since p<0.05, the
fixed effect model is appropriate for assessing the impact of equity on the
performance of SMEs (ROE) in Tanzania and not the ordinal regression analysis.

Table 4.26: Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Random Effects
Variable

Var

Sd= sqrt(Var)

ROE

5.90065

2.429125

E

4.770106

2.184057

U

0.7579847

0.8706232

Test: Var (u) = 0
chibar2 (01) = 14.67
Prob> chibar2 = 0.0001
ROE [id, t] = Xb + u [id] + e [id, t]
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
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4.6.2 Impact of Equity on the Performance of SMEs in Terms of ROA
4.6.2.1 Hausman Test for Selection between Fixed Effect and Random Effect
Model
Before employing the fixed effect model or the random effect model, the Hausman
test for fixed versus random effect model was done to know which model is
appropriate for estimating the impact of equity on performance SMEs when the
measure of performance was return on assets (ROA). The result in Table 4.28 show
that the fixed effect model was employed since the p <0.05.
Table 4.27: Selection between Fixed Effect Model and Random Effect Model
Variable

Coefficient

Difference

Standard Error

b-B

sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

b

B

Fixed

Random

Equity

0.1448222

0.2058408

-0.0610186

0.0164827

Tangibility

-2.860375

-3.436968

0.5765929

0.3883969

Business size

-14.39962

-10.92401

-3.475607

1.770428

Percentage growth -0.0517235 -0.0454483

-0.0062752

0.1645865

Age

-0.0055333

0.0051422

0.0077338

0.0132671

S.E.

chi2 (5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B) ^ (-1)] (b-B) = 18.44
Prob>chi2 = 0.0024
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.6.2.2 Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Since the P-value (0.0001) in Table 4.29 was less than 0.05. This implies that the null
hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted. Thus, there is
significant difference across units (i.e. there is panel effect). Since the p<0.05, fixed
effect model is appropriate for assessing the impact of equity on the performance of
SMEs (ROA) in Tanzania and not the ordinal regression analysis.
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Table 4.28: Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Variable

Var

Sd= sqrt(Var)

ROA

5.189855

2.278125

E

0.7271315

0.8527201

U

0.4878505

0.698463

Test: Var (u) = 0
chibar2 (01) = 125.18
Prob> chibar2 = 0.0000
ROE [id, t] = Xb + u [id] + e [id, t]
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.6.3 Impact of Equity on the Performance of SMEs in Terms of ROCE
4.6.3.1 Hausman Test for Selection between Fixed Effect and Random Effect
Model
Before employing the fixed effect model or the random effect model, the Hausman
test for fixed versus random effect model was performed to know which model is
appropriate for estimating the impact of equity on performance of SMEs when the
measure of performance was return on capital employed (ROCE). The results in
Table 4.30 show that the fixed effect model was employed since the p<0.05.
Table 4.29: Selection between Fixed Effect and Random Effect Model
Variable

Coefficient
b

B

Fixed

Random

Difference

Standard error

b-B

sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))
S.E.

Long term loan

-0.0503698 -0.0497371

-0.0006326

0.0041361

Tangibility

-0.1353476 -0.1337324

-0.0016151

0.0781404

Business size

-3.993848

-2.818602

-1.175247

0.4313532

Percentage growth

0.3495504

0.0535914

0.295959

0.052906

Age

-0.0020546 -0.0031209

0.0010663

0.0008536

chi2 (5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B) ^ (-1)] (b-B) = 62.79
Prob>chi2 = 0.0000
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
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4.6.3.2 Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Since the P-value (0.0001) in Table 4.31 was less than 0.05. This implies that the null
hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted. Thus, there is a
significant difference across the units (i.e. there is panel effect). Since p<0.05, there
is fixed effect model and the model is appropriate for assessing the impact of equity
on the performance of SMEs (ROCE) in Tanzania and not the ordinal regression
analysis.
Table 4.30: Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test for Fixed Effects
Variable

Var

Sd= sqrt(Var)

ROCE

0.723367

0.8505099

E

0.1333956

0.3652336

U

0.5453439

0.738474

Test: Var (u) = 0
chibar2 (01) = 488.48
Prob> chibar2 = 0.0001
ROE [id, t] = Xb + u [id] + e [id, t]
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.6.4 Regression Analysis for Random Effect and Fixed Effect Model
4.6.4.1 Random Effect Model on Performance of SMEs in Term of ROE
Random effect model was used to determine the impact of equity on the performance
(ROE) of SMEs in Tanzania. Result in Table 4.32 indicates that independent
variables included in the model were good performance (ROE) of SMEs. 7.1% of
variations of performance (ROE) of SMEs for overall were explained by the
explanatory variables included in the model. Results further indicated that
explanatory variables included in the model collectively had a significant influence
on the performance (ROE) of SMEs (P < 0.001). The predictor variables (tangibility,
business size and sale growth) did not significantly influence performance (ROE) of
SMEs in the study area while the predictor variables significantly influenced
performance (ROE) of SMEs.
Equity statistically significance (P< 0.001) and had a negative influence on
performance (ROE) of SMEs with regression coefficient of -0.14. This implies that
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each percentage increase in equity decreases the performance (ROE) of SMEs by
0.14 percentages. This implies that own capital has adverse effect on the
performance of SMEs. The results concur with those of Khon and Nop (2018) who
found out that equity creates negative impact on return to assets and return on equity.
However, these findings differ from Salma and Munir (2017) and Obuya (2017) who
found that equity financing has more positive effect on business performance for the
business.
Business age was found to statistically (P< 0.05) influence the performance (ROE) of
SMEs and had a coefficient of 0.036. This implies that each one year increase in
business increased the performance (ROE) of SMEs by 0.036 percent.
Table 4.31: Regression Results (Random Effect Model)
ROE

Coef.

St.Err.

T-

P-

[95%

value

value

Conf

Interval]

Sig

***

Equity

-.14

.029

-4.78

0

-.197

-.082

Tangibility

.335

.972

0.34

.73

-1.57

2.239

Business Size

-4.411

3.413

-1.29

.196

-11.101

2.28

Sales growth

-.226

.213

-1.06

.287

-.643

.19

Business age

.036

.016

2.28

.023

.005

.068

9.161

5.719

1.60

.109

-2.049

20.37

Constant

Mean dependent var

1.339 SD dependent var

Overall r-squared

0.071 Number of obs

Chi-square
R-squared within

53.160 Prob> chi2
0.028 R-squared between

**

2.429
808.000
0.000
0.126

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1 Note the robust standard errors estimate were obtained
in order to deal with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.6.4.2 Fixed Effect Model on Performance of SMEs in Term of ROA
Fixed effect model was used to determine the impact of long-term debt on the
performance (ROA) of SMEs in Tanzania. The result in Table 4.33 indicate that
independent variables included in the model were good performance (ROA) of
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SMEs. 44.2% of variations of performance (ROA) of SMEs were explained by the
explanatory variables included in the model. These results further indicated that
explanatory variables included in the model collectively had a significant influence
on the performance (ROA) of (F = 85.804, P < 0.001). The predictor variables (sale
growth and business age) did not significantly influenced performance (ROA) of
SMEs in the study area while the predictor variables significantly influenced
performance (ROA) of SMEs.
Equity statistically significance (P< 0.001) and had a positive influence on
performance (ROA) of SMEs with regression coefficient of .145. This implies that
each percentage increase in equity increase the performance (ROA) of SMEs by .147
percentages. Thus, equity financing has more positive effects as the owners of SMEs
contribute and monitor funds denoted for their business. The findings concur with
those of Salma and Munir (2017) who found out that equity financing has more
positive effect on business performance for the business and organization. Moreover,
the findings are consistent with Chronopoulos et al. (2015) who found out that, in
most developed countries, the SMEs sector is growing faster and makes more profit
because of their assets growth through equity financing.
Tangibility statistically (P< 0.05) influenced the performance (ROA) of SMEs and
had a coefficient of -2.86 implying that, for each percent increase in tangibility the
performance (ROA) of SMEs decreased by 2.86 percent.
Business size statistically significance (P< 0.001) and had a negative influence on
performance (ROA) of SMEs with regression coefficient of -14.4. This implies that
each percentage increase in business size decrease the performance (ROA) of SMEs
by 14.4 percent.
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Table 4.32: Regression Results (Fixed Effect Model)
ROA

Coef.

Equity

St.Err.

T-

P-

[95%

value

value

Conf

Interval]

Sig

.145

.022

6.61

0

.102

.188

***

Tangibility

-2.86

.601

-4.76

0

-4.041

-1.68

***

Business Size

-14.4

2.426

-5.94

0

-19.165

-9.634

***

Sales growth

-.052

.195

-0.27

.791

-.435

.331

Business age

.008

.009

0.87

.387

-.01

.025

18.203

4.644

3.92

0

9.08

27.326

Constant

Mean dependent var

1.836 SD dependent var

R-squared

0.442 Number of obs

F-test
Akaike crit. (AIC)

85.804 Prob> F
1741.567 Bayesian crit. (BIC)

***

2.278
823.000
0.000
1769.844

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1 Note the robust standard errors estimate were obtained
in order to deal with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
Source: STATA, Output (2020)
4.6.4.3 Fixed Effect Model on Performance of SMEs in Term of ROCE
Fixed effect model was used to determine the impact of equity on the performance
(ROCE) of SMEs in Tanzania. Result in Table 4.34 indicate that independent
variables included in the model were good performance (ROCE) of SMEs. 12.9% of
variations of performance (ROCE) of SMEs was explained by the explanatory
variables included in the model. The results further indicated that explanatory
variables included in the model collectively had a significant influence on the
performance (ROCE) of (F = 16.038, P < 0.001). The predictor variables (sale
growth and business age) did not significantly influence performance (ROCE) of
SMEs in the study area. On the other hand, the predictor variables significantly
influenced performance (ROCE) of SMEs.
Equity statistically significance (P< 0.001) and had a negative influence on
performance (ROCE) of SMEs with regression coefficient of -.05. This implies that
each percentage increase in equity decreases the performance (ROCE) of SMEs by
0.05 percentages. This implies that a negative correlation exists between equity and
SMEs performance. The findings are consistent with Khon and Nop (2018) who
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found that equity negatively impacted the return on equity. However, the findings are
contrary to Goyal (2013) who found out that there was a positive relationship among
growth in assets, growth in equity and return on assets and return on equity.
Business size was statistically significant (P< 0.001) and had a negative influence on
performance (ROCE) of SMEs with regression coefficient of -3.994. This implies
that each percentage increase in business size increases the performance (ROCE) of
SMEs by 3.994 percent.
Sales growth has statistically significant (P< 0.05) influence on the performance
(ROCE) of SMEs and had a coefficient of .35. This implies that each percent
increase in sales growth increased the performance (ROCE) of SMEs by 0.35
percent.
Table 4.33: Regression Results (Fixed Effect Model)
ROCE

Equity

Coef.

St.Err.

T-

P-

[95%

value

value

Conf

Interval]

Sig

***

-.05

.009

-5.37

0

-.069

-.032

-.135

.257

-0.53

.599

-.641

.37

-3.994

1.039

-3.84

0

-6.035

-1.953

***

Salesgrowth

.35

.084

4.18

0

.185

.514

***

Business age

-.002

.004

-0.54

.591

-.01

.005

Constant

-.545

1.989

-0.27

.784

-4.452

3.363

Tangibility
Business Size

Mean dependent var

1.223 SD dependent var

R-squared

0.129 Number of obs

F-test
Akaike crit. (AIC)

16.038 Prob> F
345.933 Bayesian crit. (BIC)

0.851
823.000
0.000
374.211

*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1. Note the robust standard errors estimates were obtained in
order to deal with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.

Source: STATA, Output (2020)
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.0 Introduction
This chapter provides a summary of the study findings per each objective discussed
and then draws someconclusions, implications of the study, and, finally,
recommendations for action and further research are offered.
5.1 Summary of the Findings
The study examined the impact of capital structure on the performance of SME in
Tanzania. The independent variables were long term debt, short term debt and equity
and dependent variable was SMEs performance in terms of ROA, ROE and ROCE.
The control variables were tangibility, age of the firm, size of the firm, and sales
growth. The study adopted causal research design where secondary panel data
covering a period of 3 years from 2017 – 2019 were used. The study utilized random
effect model, fixed effect model and regression model to answer the objective
inteded to be address. The summary are arranged as per each objective below:
5.1.1 The Impact of Long Term Debt on the Performance of SMEs
The findings revealed that long-term debt has negative significance influence on the
performance of SME. ROE together with tangibility, business size, and sales growth
did not significantly influence SMEs performance. On the other hand, business age
statistically influenced the performance of SMEs. Long-term debt and business size
were statistically significant with positive influence on the performance of SMEs in
terms of ROA while sales growth, business age, and tangibility were statistically
significant with negative influence on the performance of SME in terms of ROA.
Long-term debt had statistically significant influence on the performance of SME in
terms of ROCE, while tangibility, business age, and business size had statistically
significant negative influence on the performance of SME when ROCE act as the
measure of performance. This implies that long-term debt has significant influence
on SMEs performance.
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5.1.2 The Impact of Short Term Debt on the Performance of SMEs
The results established that short-term debt had a negative significant influence on
the performance of SME when ROE act as the measure of performance while
business age and tangibility had a positive influence on ROE. Short-term debt,
tangibility, and business size had a positive significant influence on the performance
of SME in terms of ROA while sales growth and age of the firm had significant
negative influence on the performance of SME in terms of ROA. In addition, shortterm debt had statistically negative influence on the performance of SME when
ROCE act as the measure of performance while business size and sales growth had a
positive on the performance of SME when ROCE is the measure of performance.
This implies that short-term debt has significant positive influence on SMEs
performance.
5.1.3 The Impact of Equity Financing on SMEs Performance
Furthermore, the study found that equity had statistically negative influence on the
performance of SMEs when ROE is the measure of performance. In addition to that,
tangibility, business size and sales growth did not significantly influence the
performance of SMEs in ROE terms while business age was significant with positive
influence on performance of SMEs in terms of ROE. Sales and business age did not
significantly influence the performance of SME in terms of ROA while tangibility
had a positive influence. Equity financing had a significant positive influence on the
performance of SME when ROA is used as the measure while in terms of ROCE has
negative significant influence. This implies that equity has significant positive
influence on SMEs performance.
5.2 Conclusions
The study conclude that long-term debt has negative significant influence on the
performance of SME in terms of ROE while long term debt had statistically
significance with positive influence on the performance of SMEs in terms of ROA.
In addition, long-term debt had statistically significant influence on the performance
of SME in terms of ROCE. Moreover, short-term debt had a negative significant
influent on the performance of SME in terms of ROE and ROCE while positive
significant influence in terms of ROA. Furthermore, the study found that equity had
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statistically negative influence on the performance of SMEs when ROE and ROCE
while a significant positive influence on the performance of SME when ROA.
5.3 Implications of the Study Findings
The finding implies that long debt obligation, momentary obligation, and value are
huge segments of capital structure that impact the presentation of SMEs in Tanzania.
It infers that there is a causal relationship that exists between capital structure parts
with the exhibition of SMEs as far as ROE, ROA and ROCE. The aftereffects of this
examination clearly describe the necessity of regular and continuous revision and
redesign of economic policies by sensible considering all aspects of business size,
age, sales and tangibility before deciding on which source of finance to adopt. The
evidence of significant relationship among long-term debt, short-term debt and
equity call for well-conceived policies that might facilitate the SMEs and financial
institutions to focus on capital structure decision which impact their performance in
greater extent.
5.4 Recommendations
The financial panel data analysis is of primary importance in the world of finance
and economics. Panel data analysis is widely applied in analyzing and forecasting
economic variables. In business or investments, the knowledge on capital structure to
SMEs financial performance is of obvious interest to the stakeholders.
5.4.1 Recommendation to SMEs Owners
Stakeholders, such as SMEs owners should take into consideration the key variables,
such as business size, age, tangibility, sales, and debt composition which influence
the performance of SME and, in turn, create uncertanity on return from their
investments. SMEs owners are recommended to take into consideration the ratio
between debt and equity in order to optimize their impact of financial performnce of
SMEs and reduce bankruptcy risk.
It is observed through thi study that asolid help for the contention that capital
structure impacts on SMEs execution profoundly; along these lines, SME proprietors
should think of approaches to build the measure of fluid stocks to increment
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monetary suitability. This will improve budgetary execution among the SMEs in the
various areas.
5.4.2 Recommendation to Government and Regulatory Authorities
The study recommend SIDO as the organization responsible for monitoring SMEs in
Tanzania to have an insight on the impact of capital structure (long term debt, short
term debt and equity) on the performance of SMEs in Tanzania.
The monetary authorities ought to understand the capital structure for SMEs
performance and control of selected financial institutions and other microfinance to
control the level of credit depending on the size of the firm, age, and sales to enhance
stability, growth, and efficiency of SMEs and financial system.
5.5 Suggestions for Further Studies


The study suggests another study should be carried out on similar topic but in
specific SMEs industries.



Another study ought to adopt more source of financing such as subsides and
retained earnings.



The analysis of in this study was limited to the data spanning for 3 years
while heavily depending on documentary reviews to generated data. A similar
study may be conducted but with a more increased span while employed
other research tools, like questionnaire and interviews to generate more
findings.
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APPENDICES
Appendix II: Do File
*TO LOAD DATA IN THE STATA
use "C:\Users\hp\Desktop\New folder (2)\Mayasa panel data.dta" ,clear
*To generate a variable
setobs 276
gen n=_n

*To reshape the data
reshape long ROE_ ROCE_ ROA_ Tangibility_ Long_term_debt_ Short_term_debt_
Business_Size_ Equity_aPercentage_growth_ age, i(n) j(j)

*Keep the following variables
keep j n ROE_ ROCE_ ROA_ Tangibility_ Long_term_debt_ Short_term_debt_
Business_Size_ Equity_aPercentage_growth_ what_type_of_Smes age

*Rename variable
rename ROE_ ROE
rename ROCE_ ROCE
renameEquity_a Equity
renameShort_term_debt_ Short_term_debt
renameLong_term_debt_ Long_term_debt
renameBusiness_Size_ Business_Size
rename Tangibility_ Tangibility
renamePercentage_growth_ Percentage_growth
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renamePercentage_growthPercentage_growth
rename n id
rename j year
rename ROA_ ROA

*rename what_type_of_SmesType_of_Smes

*keep if Type_of_Smes==2
*keep if Type_of_Smes==2

*THIS IS THE ANALYSIS FOR THE SECOND OBJECTIVE (To assess the effect
of short term loan on the performance of SMEs in Tanzania)
global id id
global year year
*ROA ROCE
globalylist ROCE
globalxlist Equity Tangibility Business_SizePercentage_growth age

describe $id $t $ylist $xlist
summarize $id $t $ylist $xlist

* Set data as panel data
sort $id $t
xtset id year, yearly
xtdescribe
xtsum $id $t $ylist $xlist
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*correlation
corr $ylist $xlist
pwcorr $ylist $xlist , star(all) replace nonum
asdocpwcorr $ylist $xlist , star(all) replace nonum
*Fixed effects or within estimator
*asdocxtreg $ylist $xlist, fesave(table1) nest replace

*Random effects estimator
*asdocxtreg $ylist $xlist, re theta save(table1) nest append

*Fixed effects or within estimator
asdocxtreg $ylist $xlist, fe save(table2ac1nm)

*Random effects estimator
asdocxtreg $ylist $xlist, re theta save(tablenb)

*Hausman test for fixed versus random effects model
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, fe
estimates store fixed
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, re
estimates store random
asdochausman fixed random
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*Breusch-Pagan LM test for random effects versus OLS
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, re
xttest0

*Recovering individual-specific effects
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, fe
predictalphafehat, u
sumalphafehat
*TO LOAD DATA IN THE STATA
use "C:\Users\hp\Desktop\New folder (2)\madam kazya panel data.dta" ,clear
*To generate avariable
setobs 276
gen n=_n
*To reshape the data
reshape long ROE_ ROCE_ ROA_ Tangibility_ Long_term_debt_ Short_term_debt_
Business_Size_ Equity_aPercentage_growth_ , i(n) j(j)

*Keep the following variables
keep j n ROE_ ROCE_ ROA_ Tangibility_ Long_term_debt_ Short_term_debt_
Business_Size_ Equity_aPercentage_growth_ what_type_of_Smes

*Rename variable
rename ROE_ ROE
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rename ROCE_ ROCE
renameEquity_a Equity
renameShort_term_debt_ Short_term_debt
renameLong_term_debt_ Long_term_debt
renameBusiness_Size_ Business_Size
rename Tangibility_ Tangibility
renamePercentage_growth_ Percentage_growth
renamePercentage_growthPercentage_growth
rename n id
rename j year
rename ROA_ ROA

*rename what_type_of_SmesType_of_Smes

*keep if Type_of_Smes==2
*keep if Type_of_Smes==2
THIS IS THE ANALYSIS FOR THE SECOND OBJECTIVE (To assess the effect
of short term loan on the performance of SMEs in Tanzania)
global id id
global year year
*ROA ROCE
globalylist ROE
globalxlistShort_term_debt Tangibility Business_Size Equity Percentage_growth
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describe $id $t $ylist $xlist
summarize $id $t $ylist $xlist

* Set data as panel data
sort $id $t
xtset id year, yearly
xtdescribe
xtsum $id $t $ylist $xlist
*Fixed effects or within estimator
xtreg $ylist $xlist, fe

*Random effects estimator
xtreg $ylist $xlist, re theta
*Hausman test for fixed versus random effects model
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, fe
estimates store fixed
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, re
estimates store random
hausman fixed random
*Breusch-Pagan LM test for random effects versus OLS
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, re
xttest0
*Recovering individual-specific effects
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quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, fe
predictalphafehat, u
sumalphafehat
*TO LOAD DATA IN THE STATA
use "C:\Users\hp\Desktop\New folder (2)\madam kazya panel data.dta" ,clear
*To generate avariable
setobs 276
gen n=_n
*To reshape the data
reshape long ROE_ ROCE_ ROA_ Tangibility_ Long_term_debt_ Short_term_debt_
Business_Size_ Equity_aPercentage_growth_ , i(n) j(j)
*Keep the following variables
keep j n ROE_ ROCE_ ROA_ Tangibility_ Long_term_debt_ Short_term_debt_
Business_Size_ Equity_aPercentage_growth_ what_type_of_Smes
*Rename variable
rename ROE_ ROE
rename ROCE_ ROCE
renameEquity_a Equity
renameShort_term_debt_ Short_term_debt
renameLong_term_debt_ Long_term_debt
renameBusiness_Size_ Business_Size
rename Tangibility_ Tangibility
renamePercentage_growth_ Percentage_growth
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renamePercentage_growthPercentage_growth
rename n id
rename j year
rename ROA_ ROA
*rename what_type_of_SmesType_of_Smes
*keep if Type_of_Smes==2
*keep if Type_of_Smes==2
*THIS IS THE ANALYSIS FOR THE SECOND OBJECTIVE (To assess the effect
of short term loan on the performance of SMEs in Tanzania)
global id id
global year year
*ROA ROCE
globalylist ROE
globalxlist Equity Tangibility Business_SizePercentage_growth
describe $id $t $ylist $xlist
summarize $id $t $ylist $xlist
* Set data as panel data
sort $id $t
xtset id year, yearly
xtdescribe
xtsum $id $t $ylist $xlist
*Fixed effects or within estimator
xtreg $ylist $xlist, fe
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*Random effects estimator
xtreg $ylist $xlist, re theta
*Hausman test for fixed versus random effects model
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, fe
estimates store fixed
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, re
estimates store random
hausman fixed random
*Breusch-Pagan LM test for random effects versus OLS
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, re
xttest0
*Recovering individual-specific effects
quietlyxtreg $ylist $xlist, fe
predictalphafehat, u
sumalphafehat
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Appendix 2: Request for research clearance
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